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[Editor note: Putting this back at the top for the weekend. And don't forget to swing
by Grand Central Station for the Earth Day celebration]

I am in the beginning steps of putting together a local urban environmental action group for my
neighborhood to start putting words into actions. I'm going to start applying for some grants to
get this off the ground. Eventually, we will try to go for full non-profit status, but in the meantime,
just getting a solid group of people together will be good.

Anyone who lives in the general area of the Upper East Side is invited to sign-up. I already have
22 registered members and I am hoping to get up to 100 over the next couple of months. Please
send this to anyone you know in the area.

I'm still working on the mission statement, but here's my first attempt:

"Helping make the Upper East Side more environmental sustainable by bringing together a
community of neighbors interested in: Community Supported Agriculture, Pedestrian-Biking-
Mass Transit improvements, Energy efficiency / Renewable energy, Recycling/Waste reduction,
and other ways of reducing our community's negative impact on the environment."

All of these issues intersect in someway with Peak Oil, but I find people respond better to the
environmental slant better (less explaining). No doubt we will try to inject the peak oil issue into
our rationale for why we need to act sooner rather than later.
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